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The knowledge about how the stock market works.
An investment plan.
Experience. Through experience, you become a better and even
better investor. 

My name is Kaspar Huijsman. In 1999 we founded the first online
broker in the Netherlands. After just one year we were the market
leader and we never gave that position away. In 2004 our clients asked
us to help them with their investments. Until then we did offer a state-
of-the-art platform, however, it became evident that to be successful
on the stock market you must also have:

1.
2.
3.

Together with the University of Maastricht, we founded the first
Academy for Investors in the Netherlands in 2005. We educated
around 4.000 students each year to become better investors. 

Introduction

Nowadays it is easy to invest in the stock market. And if you
believe all the YouTubers, everybody is making a lot of money
doing it. Sure, it might be possible that this particular person is
making a good profit. However, I know from over 20 years of
experience which type of investor makes a positive result and
which type does not, and I also know why. 
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As you can see in the graphs below, even though it has become
easier to invest, it has not become any easier to become
successful in the stock market.  

"Though it's not easy to be successful as an
investor, with the proper knowledge anyone can
learn to become a better investor".



One part is ‘Financial freedom, who doesn't aim to have financial
freedom right? So how do we achieve financial freedom? One of
the obvious ways is to make money with your money. Don't only
work for your money make sure your money works for you. 

It has been proven that if you invest your money in the stock
market over a longer period of time, it provides a high yield.
However, there are no guarantees. There are many more reasons
to invest in stocks. 

Why should you invest in the stock market in the first place? Let's
look at the well-known circle of happiness.  The circle of happiness
consists of six parts: 

Why invest in financial education? 



 High long-term yield. 
 Easily control risk, by diversifying your investments.
 Low costs (compared to for example purchasing real estate).
 Fast conversion of investment to cash due to high liquidity in
the market.

Advantages to invest in the stock market 

The following 4 are my favourites, but there are many more.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Start by investing in yourself 

We are born with absolutely no knowledge; we must learn just about
everything from scratch. The same goes for the stock market. The
stock market has written and unwritten rules. You have to know them,
otherwise, you won’t get the maximum result. So, before you become
active on the stock market take the time to learn the rules.

Golden Tip: start with your first investment: invest
in yourself, invest in an investment course!

First things first, here are the 5 MOST important steps to becoming a
successful investor 



1Focus on
risk



Of course, you want to invest to make a profit. But with every
investment, there is a risk. Risk-averse investing does not exist. 

An example: Perhaps you are aware there is such thing as ‘a
basket of shares’; an index. The 500 biggest shares of the US
Index like Apple, Tesla, Amazon, etc. are in this 'basket.’ Through
the stock market, you can buy ALL these shares in just ‘one basket’
and you can buy as many as you want. You buy this via an ETF
(Exchange-Traded Fund). With this, you can spread your risk
directly over 500 shares.

Risk your enemy and your friend 

Tip: if you define upfront the maximum risk, you are willing to
take, you avoid surprises and you control your investments!



2Apply 
a strategy



Some investors make their investment choices based only on
the figures of the companies, such as the revenues, profit, and
debts. Those types of investors are called: Fundamental
investors. The biggest and most famous investor Warren
Buffet is one of them.

Other investors make their decisions based on the charts.
They try to evaluate when a stock is increasing or decreasing
in value. Those investors are called technical investors.

‘’All roads lead to Rome.’’ This common saying is almost always
applicable, but certainly for stocks. I know many successful
investors and they all use different strategies. The Key is that they
apply a strategy that fit them as a person.

 Think about it! How many successful entrepreneurs are out there
who have no plan and no strategy for their business? Not many
for sure!

Some examples of strategies

 Defining a strategy is key 

Tip: By combining strategies you become a better
investor!



3Create an 
Investment plan



 A guide  to fall back on 

It’s vital to have a plan for your investments. Not only does this
oblige you to take the time to think upfront about how you want
to invest it also gives peace of mind and enables you to take
control over your risk. It can be anything from a very short plan to
something very detailed and worked out. 

During the course stocks for beginners and stocks for
experienced, we have created a unique tool to create your
investment plan.  This plan is based on your input and our
previous  experience. This investment plan should become your
guide when making investment decisions. 

Important factors which we define in your investment plan:
How much profit do you want to make and how much risk are you
willing to take? Which stock markets do you want to invest in, and
in which currencies? This and many more topics need to be
defined.



4Execute 
the plan 



Execute the plan and adjust 

If you don’t decide up front what your goals are, how do you know
if you are successful? 

 

If you evaluate your investment plan, try to do this as objectively
as you can. Not only to learn from your mistakes, but also in case
you earned more than your goals. In that case, ask yourself the
question: was this because of my strategy or was I lucky?

By doing this you will learn from your experience and leverage it.

Tip: Cross-reference and evaluate your investment
plan frequently.



5Don't listen
 to the neighbour



During periods when the stock market is doing well, like 2021,
investing is popular.

Have you noticed how your neighbours suddenly all seem to be
investors during these up times? 
They might provide you with solicited and unsolicited investment
advice. My advice to you is, based on long real-life experience,
don’t follow these tips, draw your plan, gather knowledge first, and
stick to your plan!

The golden tip



“”The goal of the Academy for Investors is to teach and train
private investors to become better investors. I realized that  that
more institutes might claim they have this goal for their clients.
In my opinion, however, you need to have really personally
trained and coached thousands of investors in order to know
how to best explain. We see the mistakes the beginners make
and we see the opportunities they miss. We know from
experience what makes a good trader and what it takes to
become a better investor.
Our combined experience of 60 years working with private
investors form the basis of these courses. The teachers at
Academy for Investors and myself have gained our experience
working for the financial industry leading BinckBank and Saxo
Bank.
Become a better investor and enjoy the journey!’’

Kaspar Huijsman 
Founder Academy for Investors 
Former CEO Saxo Bank & BinckBank Spain 



60 years combined experience 
Video based 
Interactive 
Your personal investment plan
Personalized Certificate of Achievement
Reader with all lessons learnt 
Bonus lessons 
Live-Chat & lots more 
Lots more

If you have decided you want to start investing, you know by now
you need to first learn how. Start a course today with Academy for
Investors and leverage our combined 60 years of working
experience for just the price of an online course, €99!

Shorten your
learning curve

What's next?

What do I get?

 
start today: academy-for-investors.com


